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pleurodesis of any kind is " usually unnecessary and often
undesirable." 20
On certain aspects of management, however, there is a fair

measure of agreement. A shallow pneumothorax in a young
patient with radiologically normal lungs can usually be left
alone provided close surveillance is maintained until the lung
is fully expanded. A pneumothorax which is slow to resolve,
or reduces the lung to less than half its normal volume, or
causes dyspnoea and mediastinal displacement (especially in
older patients and those with diffuse lung disease) calls for the
insertion of a catheter attached to an underwater seal.
Bronchoscopy to exclude carcinoma or to aspirate mucous
secretions is indicated when there is absorption collapse of
the lung. If, despite these measures, the lung fails to expand
the pleural surface should be inspected at thoracoscopy or
thoracotomy. Bullae or emphysematous segments of lung
can then be excised, leaking points oversewn, thickened pleura
removed, and some form of pleural fusion carried out to keep
the lung expanded.

Pleurodesis to prevent recurrence is usually deferred to a
second or subsequent attack of pneumothorax unless there are
special risks, as in the case of air crew,7 people living in areas
remote from medical aid, and some patients with underlying
lung disease. Parietal pleurectomy is probably the surest
method of preventing a recurrence,'7 4' but this does entail
a major surgical operation and can lead to technical difficulties
if thoracotomy is subsequently needed to deal with other
diseases of the heart or lungs. Some workers claim that less
drastic action at thoracotomy such as talc poudrage or gauze
abrasion is equally effective.4 The " blind " instillation of
an irritant substance into the pleural cavity-for example,
kaolin, talc, silver nitrate, glucose, olive oil, or blood-still
has its advocates, but these procedures can be extremely
painful, may in some cases lead to fibrothorax,' and too often
fail to prevent a recurrence.2l

/ Gas Gangrene from Adrenaline
There are two essential factors in the production of gas
gangrene. These are the implantation of clostridial spores
(almost always those of Clostridium welchii) in muscle, and
a lowered oxygen tension permitting their germination and
initial growth.

In traumatic gas gangrene the source of the spores is
usually dirt contaminating the wound, and the anoxia results
from crushing or deprivation of blood supply. When the in-
fection follows high thigh amputation, as was pointed out in
these columns a few months ago,' tissue anoxia can be the
consequence of the arterial disease which has necessitated the
amputation, perhaps aided by ligatures here and there, and
the source of the organisms is likely to be the patient's own
skin. Cl. welchii is a normal inhabitant of the bowel, and
intestinal bacteria have a much wider skin distribution round
the anus than is usually recognized. Its limits are not fully
ascertained, and it might be an instructive exercise to map
them.
A third example of the same kind of process is the pro-

duction of gas gangrene by an injection of adrenaline. Death
from overwhelming infection resulting from a therapeutic

injection in, for instance, a young asthmatic is not an occur-
rence to publicize, and some such tragedies must have gone
unreported, if only from fear of litigation. This week in
the B.M.7. Drs. P. W. Harvey and G. V. Purnell describe
an instructive case of this kind (page 744), disclosing neither
where nor when it occurred, though it was " some years
ago." Some other authors, particularly in France and
Australia, have had the courage to publish such reports.
It has often been assumed that non-sterile syringes have been
the source of infection. Such syringes used often simply to
be stored in spirit, and it is known that spirit itself may
actually contain spores of Cl. welchii. When the subject
was reviewed in this column seven years ago2 it was pointed
out that another possible source of infection was the skin.
In two of the three cases reported by V. Marshall and
P. Sims' the injection had been given into the buttock.
That was the site of injection in the case reported this week,
with the added suspicious feature that the patient had been
incontinent and that an indistinguishable strain of Cl. welchii
was cultivated from his faeces. The authors conclude that
the buttock as a site for injecting adrenaline should be
avoided "whenever possible." Two non-fatal instances of
subcutaneous infection by Cl. welchlii after injections into the
buttock in incontinent old men are also reported.
The lesson of this case is surely that adrenaline should

never be injected in the buttock. The suspicion that the
infection which can so be produced is autogenous is over-
whelming. As to the second factor, the vasoconstriction pro-
duced by adrenaline provides the necessary lowered oxygen
tension. It is significant that the adrenaline given to Harvey
and Purnell's patient was a preparation, no longer available,
which was particularly long-acting. That used by Marshall
and Sims3 and by J. I. Tonge4 was adrenaline in oil, another
preparation devised for slow release.

It may well be asked whether disinfection of such skin
is possible if puncture or incision is necessary. Bacterial
spores are indifferent to any disinfectant which the skin will
tolerate except halogens, and iodine in its ordinary forms,
if not permitted to dry (which arrests its effect), would not
be tolerated for long enough. E. J. L. Lowbury and his
colleagues3 showed that an iodophor, which is a better
tolerated but less active type of iodine solution, if applied
in the form of a wet compress to skin artificially contaminated
wvith spores of Bacillus subtilis will kill over 99% of these
spores in 60 minutes. They also showed in a separate in-vitro
experiment that spores of Cl. welchii are no more resistant
than those of B. subtilis to this disinfectant. It cannot safely
be assumed that bacteria normally resident on the skin are
killed with the same facility as those artificially applied.
Nevertheless, this kind of skin preparation may be a wise
precaution before operation in such an area. It is obviously
too tedious as a prelude to mere injection, and the remedy
for this is simply to go elsewhere.
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Ergonomics and Medicine
In the last 20 years there has been a remarkable revolution
in which increasing numbers of items of furniture, domestic
equipment, and industrial machinery have been designed
according to rational principles and not merely to please
the eye of the designer. Poor functional design can be a
source of discomfort, fatigue, and poor posture; and a recent
report from Australia' draws attention to the widespread
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